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The Ethics of Belief. [By William K. Clifford. A Paper Read
Before the Metaphysical Society.] Jul 07 2022
 The Ethics of Capitalism Mar 15 2023 Can capitalism have
moral foundations? Though this question may seem
strange in today's world of vast economic disparities and
widespread poverty, discussions originating with the birth
of capitalism add a critical perspective to the current
debate on the efficacy and morality of capitalist
economies. Authors Daniel Halliday and John Thrasher use



this question to introduce classical political philosophy as
a framework by which to evaluate the ethics of capitalism
today. They revisit and reconstruct historical eighteenth-
and nineteenth-century defenses of capitalism, as written
by key proponents such as Adam Smith and John Stuart
Mill. They ask what these early advocates of market order
would say about contemporary economies, and argue for
the importance of connecting these foundational defenses
to discussions of economic systems and the roles they play
in economic justice and injustice today. The textbook
covers longstanding problems that are as old as the
discussion of capitalism itself, such as wage inequality,
global trade, and the connection between paid labor and
human flourishing. It also addresses new challenges, such
as climate change, the welfare state, and competitive
consumption, and provides topical global case studies.
Additionally, it includes study questions at the end of each
chapter and an author-created companion website to help
guide classroom discussion.
 The Ethics of Wilfrid Sellars Mar 27 2024 Wilfrid Sellars’s
ethical theory was rich and deeply innovative. On Sellars’s
view, moral judgments express a special kind of shared
intention. Thus, we should see Sellars as an early advocate
of an expressivism of plans and intentions, and an early
theorist of collective intentionality. He supplemented this
theory with a sophisticated logic of intentions, a robust
theory of the categorical validity of normative expressions,
a subtle way of reconciling the cognitive and motivating
aspects of moral judgment, and much more—all within a
strict nominalism that preserves Sellars’s commitment to
naturalism. The Ethics of Wilfrid Sellars offers the first
systematic treatment of this sadly-neglected aspect of
Sellars’s work, and demonstrates that his ethical
theory—just like his more widely-discussed
epistemology—has much to contribute to current debates.
 The Ethics of Progress Dec 12 2022 Two high school girls,
one an anorexic poet and the other an obese loner, form



an unlikely friendship.
 The Ethics of Research Involving Human Subjects Jun 25
2021
 The Ethics of Surgical Practice Apr 23 2021 Surgical ethics
is the application of ethics to issues specific to surgery.
This volume provides a collection of clinical case studies
representing a wide range of the ethical issues surgeons
confront today. It is an excellent text for teaching surgical
ethics to surgical residents and medical students and a
fascinating read for practicing surgeons. It is intended to
engage the reader into participating in evidence-based
ethical conflicts. The authors escort us through 71 brief,
realistic, and ethically complex problems, offering a series
of five possible resolutions to each and guiding us through
the relative benefits and weaknesses of the options until a
best ethical choice is defended. The volume includes
sections on Consent and Disclosure, Self-Regulation,
Research and Innovation, Conflicts of Interest, Business
Dealings, and End of Life Issues, each with a brief
introduction by the authors.
 The Ethics of Work and Wealth (1904) May 05 2022 This
scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the
original. Due to its age, it may contain imperfections such
as marks, notations, marginalia and flawed pages.
Because we believe this work is culturally important, we
have made it available as part of our commitment for
protecting, preserving, and promoting the world's
literature in affordable, high quality, modern editions that
are true to the original work.
 The Ethics of Care and Empathy May 17 2023 Slote
provides care ethics with its first full-scale account of
moral education, and shows that the often-voiced
suspicion that care ethics supports the status quo and is
counterproductive to feminist goals is actually the very
opposite of the truth.
 The Ethics of William Wollaston (1922) Jan 13 2023 This
scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the



original. Due to its age, it may contain imperfections such
as marks, notations, marginalia and flawed pages.
Because we believe this work is culturally important, we
have made it available as part of our commitment for
protecting, preserving, and promoting the world's
literature in affordable, high quality, modern editions that
are true to the original work.
 The Ethics of War Sep 21 2023 The Ethics of War traces
how different cultures involved in present conflicts have
addressed problems over the centuries. Distinguished
authors reflect how the Greco-Roman world, Byzantium,
the Christian just war tradition, Islam, Judaism, Hinduism
and the Geneva Conventions have addressed recurrent
ethical issues of war. Cutting edge essays by prominent
modern theorists address vital contemporary issues
including asymmetric war, preventive war, human rights
and humanitarian intervention.
 The Ethics of Voting Oct 22 2023 Cover; Contents;
Acknowledgments; INTRODUCTION: Voting as an Ethical
Issue; CHAPTER ONE: Arguments for a Duty to Vote;
CHAPTER TWO: Civic Virtue without Politics; CHAPTER
THREE: Wrongful Voting; CHAPTER FOUR: Deference and
Abstention; CHAPTER FIVE: For the Common Good;
CHAPTER SIX: Buying and Selling Votes; CHAPTER SEVEN:
How Well Do Voters Behave?; AFTERWORD TO THE
PAPERBACK EDITION: How to Vote Well; Notes;
References; Index. - Nothing is more integral to democracy
than voting. Most people believe that every citizen has the
civic duty or moral obligation to vote, that any sincere
vote is morally acceptable, and that buying, selling, or
trading votes is inherently wrong. In this provocative
book, Jason Brennan challenges our fundamental
assumptions about voting, revealing why it is not a duty
for most citizens--in fact, he argues, many people owe it to
the rest of us not to vote. Bad choices at the polls can
result in unjust laws, needless wars, and calamitous
economic policies. Brennan shows why voters have duties



to.
 The Ethics of Memory Jun 18 2023 Much of the intense
current interest in collective memory concerns the politics
of memory. In a book that asks, "Is there an ethics of
memory?" Avishai Margalit addresses a separate, perhaps
more pressing, set of concerns. The idea he pursues is that
the past, connecting people to each other, makes possible
the kinds of "thick" relations we can call truly ethical.
Thick relations, he argues, are those that we have with
family and friends, lovers and neighbors, our tribe and our
nation--and they are all dependent on shared memories.
But we also have "thin" relations with total strangers,
people with whom we have nothing in common except our
common humanity. A central idea of the ethics of memory
is that when radical evil attacks our shared humanity, we
ought as human beings to remember the victims.
Margalit's work offers a philosophy for our time, when, in
the wake of overwhelming atrocities, memory can seem
more crippling than liberating, a force more for revenge
than for reconciliation. Morally powerful, deeply learned,
and elegantly written, The Ethics of Memory draws on the
resources of millennia of Western philosophy and religion
to provide us with healing ideas that will engage all of us
who care about the nature of our relations to others.
 The Ethics of Identity Nov 11 2022 A bold vision of liberal
humanism for navigating today’s complex world of
growing identity politics and rising nationalism Collective
identities such as race, nationality, religion, gender, and
sexuality clamor for recognition and respect, sometimes at
the expense of other things we value. To what extent do
they constrain our freedom, and to what extent do they
enable our individuality? Is diversity of value in itself? Has
the rhetoric of human rights been overstretched? Kwame
Anthony Appiah draws on thinkers through the ages and
across the globe to explore such questions, developing an
account of ethics that connects moral obligations with
collective allegiances and that takes aim at clichés and



received ideas about identity. This classic book takes
seriously both the claims of individuality—the task of
making a life—and the claims of identity, these large and
often abstract social categories through which we define
ourselves.
 The Ethics of Freedom Mar 23 2021
 The Ethics of Everyday Life Jan 25 2024 The moments in
Christ's human life noted in the creeds (his conception,
birth, suffering, death, and burial) are events which would
likely appear in a syllabus for a course in social
anthropology, for they are of special interest and concern
in human life, and also sites of contention and
controversy, where what it is to be human is discovered,
constructed, and contested. In other words, these are the
occasions for profound and continuing questioning
regarding the meaning of human life, as controversies to
do with IVF, abortion, euthanasia, and the use of bodies or
body parts post mortem plainly indicate. Thus the
following questions arise, how do the instances in Christ's
life represent human life, and how do these
representations relate to present day cultural norms,
expectations, and newly emerging modes of relationship,
themselves shaping and framing human life? How does the
Christian imagination of human life, which dwells on and
draws from the life of Christ, not only articulate its own,
but also come into conversation with and engage other
moral imaginaries of the human? Michael Banner argues
that consideration of these questions requires study of
moral theology, therefore, he reconceives its nature and
tasks, and in particular, its engagement with social
anthropology. Drawing from social anthropology and
Christian thought and practice from many periods, and
influenced especially by his engagement in public policy
matters including as a member of the UK's Human Tissue
Authority, Banner aims to develop the outlines of an
everyday ethics, stretching from before the cradle to after
the grave.



 The Ethics of Authenticity Apr 16 2023 Everywhere we
hear talk of decline, of a world that was better once,
maybe fifty years ago, maybe centuries ago, but certainly
before modernity drew us along its dubious path. While
some lament the slide of Western culture into relativism
and nihilism and others celebrate the trend as a liberating
sort of progress, Charles Taylor calls on us to face the
moral and political crises of our time, and to make the
most of modernity’s challenges. “The great merit of
Taylor’s brief, non-technical, powerful book...is the vigor
with which he restates the point which Hegel (and later
Dewey) urged against Rousseau and Kant: that we are only
individuals in so far as we are social...Being authentic,
being faithful to ourselves, is being faithful to something
which was produced in collaboration with a lot of other
people...The core of Taylor’s argument is a vigorous and
entirely successful criticism of two intertwined bad ideas:
that you are wonderful just because you are you, and that
‘respect for difference’ requires you to respect every
human being, and every human culture—no matter how
vicious or stupid.” —Richard Rorty, London Review of
Books
 The Ethics of Professional Practice Mar 03 2022 This book
addresses ethical issues and principles in human services
professions including social work, counseling, psychology,
and marriage and family therapy. All of these professions
must be sensitive to ethical standards and dilemmas,
particularly given the increase in litigation surrounding
ethical issues. This book leads the reader through a
personal journey of discovery, assessment, and
clarification of values and ethics. The focus is to help the
reader assimilate ethical principles, thus becoming an
ethical practitioner. The book reflects the ethical codes of
the American Counseling Association (ACA), the American
Psychological Association (APA), National Association of
Social Workers (NASW), and the American Association of
Marriage and Family Therapy (AAMFT). Sound pedagogy



includes learning objectives, cases, and guided exercises,
all intended to raise the reader's self-awareness of issues
of values, ethics, and professional standards. For
professionals in social work, counseling, psychology, or
marriage and family therapy.
 Kanthian Ethics and the Ethics of Evolution. A Critical
Study Aug 08 2022 Reprint of the original, first published
in 1881.
 The Ethics of Discernment Jul 27 2021 In The Ethics of
Discernment, Patrick H. Byrne presents an approach to
ethics that builds upon the cognitional theory and the
philosophical method of self-appropriation that Bernard
Lonergan introduced in his book Insight, as well as upon
Lonergan's later writing on ethics and values. Extending
Lonergan's method into the realm of ethics, Byrne argues
that we can use self-appropriation to come to objective
judgements of value. The Ethics of Discernment is an
introspective analysis of that process, in which sustained
ethical inquiry and attentiveness to feelings as "intentions
of value" leads to a rich conception of the good. Written
both for those with an interest in Lonergan's philosophy
and for those interested in theories of ethics who have
only a limited knowledge of Lonergan's work, Byrne's book
is the first detailed exposition of an ethical theory based
on Lonergan's philosophical method.
 Teaching with Integrity Nov 30 2021 This is a book about
the ethics of teaching in the context of higher education.
While many books focus on the broader socially ethical
topics of widening participation and promoting equal
opportunities, this unique book concentrates specifically
on the lecturer's professional responsibilities. It covers the
real-life, messy, everyday moral dilemmas that confront
university teachers when dealing with students and
colleagues - whether arising from facilitated discussion in
the classroom, deciding whether it is fair to extend a
deadline, investigating suspected plagiarism or dealing
with complaints. Bruce Macfarlane analyses the pros and



cons of prescriptive professional codes of practice
employed by many universities and proposes the active
development of professional virtues over bureaucratic
recommendations. The material is presented in a scholarly,
yet accessible style, and case examples are used
throughout to encourage a practical, reflective approach.
Teaching With Integrity seeks to bridge the pedagogic gap
currently separating the debate about teaching and
learning in higher education from the broader social and
ethical environment in which it takes place.
 The Ethics of Business in a Global Economy Sep 09 2022
Paul M. Minus Overview The papers gathered in this
volume were first presented for reflection and discussion
at a landmark event in March 1992. The International
Conference on the Ethics of Business in a Global Economy,
held in Columbus, Ohio, brought together over 300
participants from twenty-two nations in six continents.
This was the most geographically diverse body of leaders
ever assembled to consider issues of ethics in business.
Approximately two-thirds of them were business
executives; the others came mainly from the fields of
education and religion. Knowing the context from which
this book emerged will help readers understand its
composition and content. As can be quickly seen, the
fourteen authors who have contributed to it come from
different areas of the world and from different fields of
endeavor. One finds, first, essays on the book's central
theme by business leaders from four nations. Next there
are analyses of three key topics by scholars active in the
fields of economics and ethics. Then come statements by
practitioners of four major world religions on the relevance
of their respective traditions to the ethics of business.
Finally there are six brief case studies prepared by two
business ethicists about specific ethical issues arising in
international business. The authors address different
facets of one of the most dramatic new facts of our time:
the globalization of business. With many corporations now



operating around the world and others planning a
significant expansion of markets, this development is
destined to accelerate in coming decades.
 The Ethics of War Sep 28 2021 The Ethics of War is an
indispensable collection of essays addressing issues both
timely and age-old about the nature and ethics of war.
Features essays by great thinkers from ancient times
through to the present day, among them Plato, Augustine,
Aquinas, Machiavelli, Grotius, Kant, Russell, and Walzer
Examines timely questions such as: When is recourse to
arms morally justifiable? What moral constraints should
apply to military conduct? How can a lasting peace be
achieved? Will appeal to a broad range of readers
interested in morality and ethics in war time Includes
informative introductions and helpful marginal notes by
editors
 On the Ethics of Naturalism Jul 19 2023 W. R. Sorley in
this book "On the Ethics of Naturalism" describes four
lectures delivered at the University of Edinburgh on the
topic of Ethics and its problems. This book showcases its
connection with theoretical philosophy. It also describes
the scope of the present inquiry and how it influences
human conduct.
 The Ethics of Caring May 29 2024 "If you want to learn
about or sort out the confusing ethical issues that arise
when clients are working in profound states of
consciousness, this book provides unique help to volunteer
and professional caregivers (therapists, bodyworkers,
hospice volunteers, ministers, etc.) Many books have been
written on ethics, but this is one of the few that addresses
the ethical challenges inherent in doing spiritual or
transpersonal healing work or work that involves profound
experiences. Thousands of copies of this book have been
sold to schools and practitioners. As a textbook or
personal resource, The Ethics of Caring clarifies the
counter-transference and transference issues in seven life
areas including love, truth, insight, and oneness as well as



the more well-known areas of ethical issues: money, sex,
and power."--Pub. website.
 The Ethics of Aristotle Nov 23 2023
 The Ethics of the Environment Aug 20 2023 This book
brings together over thirty of the foremost contributions
to environmental ethics, from pioneering papers to recent
work at the cutting edge of thought in this field. It also
unites them through an innovative introductory essay
which appraises both strengths and weaknesses and
presents a distinctive view of the subject. Areas covered
include the land ethic, Deep Ecology, biocentric
approaches, environmental virtue ethics, feminist
contributions, debates on equity and on the interests and
representation of future generations, preservation,
sustainability and sustainable development. The
importance of attempts to discover a comprehensive ethic
relevant both to the environment and other key areas of
ethical debate is highlighted. Robin Attfield has been
working in this field for thirty years, and has published
several related collections and monographs, of which the
latest is Environmental Ethics: An Overview for the Twenty-
First Century, published by Polity in 2003. The Ethics of
The Environment complements that work, from which it
incorporates a significant extract about the considerable
practical difference that environmental ethics is capable of
making.
 The Ethics of Hegel May 25 2021
 The Ethics of Knowledge Creation Feb 26 2024
Anthropology lies at the heart of the human sciences,
tackling questions having to do with the foundations,
ethics, and deployment of the knowledge crucial to human
lives. The Ethics of Knowledge Creation focuses on how
knowledge is relationally created, how local knowledge
can be transmuted into ‘universal knowledge’, and how
the transaction and consumption of knowledge also
monitors its subsequent production. This volume examines
the ethical implications of various kinds of relations that



are created in the process of ‘transacting knowledge’ and
investigates how these transactions are also situated
according to broader contradictions or synergies between
ethical, epistemological, and political concerns.
 The Ethics of Capitalism Aug 28 2021 Can capitalism have
moral foundations? Though this question may seem
strange in today's world of vast economic disparities and
widespread poverty, discussions originating with the birth
of capitalism add a critical perspective to the current
debate on the efficacy and morality of capitalist
economies. Authors Daniel Halliday and John Thrasher use
this question to introduce classical political philosophy as
a framework by which to evaluate the ethics of capitalism
today. They revisit and reconstruct historical eighteenth-
and nineteenth-century defenses of capitalism, as written
by key proponents such as Adam Smith and John Stuart
Mill. They ask what these early advocates of market order
would say about contemporary economies, and argue for
the importance of connecting these foundational defenses
to discussions of economic systems and the roles they play
in economic justice and injustice today. The textbook
covers longstanding problems that are as old as the
discussion of capitalism itself, such as wage inequality,
global trade, and the connection between paid labor and
human flourishing. It also addresses new challenges, such
as climate change, the welfare state, and competitive
consumption, and provides topical global case studies.
Additionally, it includes study questions at the end of each
chapter and an author-created companion website to help
guide classroom discussion.
 The Ethics of Migration Dec 24 2023 In The Ethics of
Migration: An Introduction, Adam Hosein systematically
and comprehensively examines the ethical issues
surrounding the concept of immigration. The book
addresses important questions, such as: Can states claim a
right to control their borders and, if so, to what extent? Is
detention ever a justifiable means of border enforcement?



Which criteria may states use to determine who should be
admitted into their territory and how do these criteria
interact with existing hierarchies of race and gender? Who
should be considered a refugee? Which rights are migrants
who are present in a territory entitled to? Is there an
acceptable way to design a temporary worker program?
When, if ever, are amnesties for unauthorized migrants
appropriate? Featuring case studies throughout, this
textbook provides a philosophical introduction to an
incredibly topical issue studied by students within the
fields of political philosophy, applied ethics, global
studies, politics, law, sociology, and public policy.
 A Study of the Ethics of Spinoza Jan 01 2022
 The Ethics of Need Feb 14 2023 The Ethics of Need:
Agency, Dignity, and Obligation argues for the
philosophical importance of the notion of need and for an
ethical framework through which we can determine which
needs have moral significance. In the volume, Sarah Clark
Miller synthesizes insights from Kantian and feminist care
ethics to establish that our mutual and inevitable
interdependence gives rise to a duty to care for the needs
of others. Further, she argues that we are obligated not
merely to meet others’ needs but to do so in a manner
that expresses "dignifying care," a concept that captures
how human interactions can grant or deny equal moral
standing and inclusion in a moral community. She
illuminates these theoretical developments by examining
two cases where urgent needs require a caring and
dignifying response: the needs of the elderly and the
needs of global strangers. Those working in the areas of
feminist theory, women’s studies, aging studies, bioethics,
and global studies should find this volume of interest.
 The Routledge Handbook of the Ethics of Consent Feb 19
2021 While the importance of consent has been discussed
widely over the last few decades, interest in its study has
received renewed attention in recent years, particularly
regarding medical treatment, clinical research and sexual



acts. The Routledge Handbook of the Ethics of Consent is
an outstanding reference source to this exciting subject
and the first collection of its kind. Comprising over thirty
chapters by a team of international contributors, the
Handbook is divided into five main parts: • General
questions • Normative ethics • Legal theory • Medical
ethics • Political philosophy. Within these sections central
issues, debates and problems are examined, including: the
nature and normative importance of consent, paternalism,
exploitation and coercion, privacy, sexual consent, consent
and criminal law, informed consent, organ donation,
clinical research, and consent theory of political obligation
and authority. The Routledge Handbook of the Ethics of
Consent is essential reading for students and researchers
in moral theory, applied ethics, medical ethics, philosophy
of law and political philosophy. This volume will also be
very useful for those in related fields, such as political
science, law, medicine and social science.
 The Ethics of Influence Jun 06 2022 In The Ethics of
Influence, Cass R. Sunstein investigates the ethical issues
surrounding government nudges, choice architecture, and
mandates.
 The Ethics of Influence Jan 21 2021 In recent years, 'nudge
units' or 'behavioral insights teams' have been created in
the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany, and
other nations. All over the world, public officials are using
the behavioral sciences to protect the environment,
promote employment and economic growth, reduce
poverty, and increase national security. In this book, Cass
R. Sunstein, the eminent legal scholar and best-selling co-
author of Nudge (2008), breaks new ground with a deep
yet highly readable investigation into the ethical issues
surrounding nudges, choice architecture, and mandates,
addressing such issues as welfare, autonomy, self-
government, dignity, manipulation, and the constraints
and responsibilities of an ethical state. Complementing the
ethical discussion, The Ethics of Influence: Government in



the Age of Behavioral Science contains a wealth of new
data on people's attitudes towards a broad range of
nudges, choice architecture, and mandates.
 Theories of Ethics Oct 30 2021 Theories of Ethics offers a
comprehensive survey of the major schools and figures in
moral philosophy, from Socrates to the present day.
Written entirely in non-technical language, it aims to be
introductory without being elementary, so that readers
may quickly engage with selected readings from classic
sources. The writings of major philosophers are explained
in a structured exploration of recurrently important issues
about right and wrong, good and evil, social relations and
religious meaning. This book is a radical revision of Gordon
Grahamâe(tm)s Eight Theories of Ethics (Routledge 2004).
A hallmark of the new edition is the incorporation of
primary readings into the text itself, making the book
suitable as a stand-alone publication for any ethics course
or for anyone wanting to know the history and arguments
or moral philosophy. Primary sources include extracts from
Aristotle, Camus, Hume, Kant, Locke, Mill, Nietzsche,
Plato, Reid, and Sartre, as well as Aldo Leopold and James
Lovelock. The new edition also offers extended treatment
of the objective/subjective debate, social contract theory,
Nietzsche on morality, recent interpretations of Kant, the
relation between morality and the existence of God, and a
full chapter on environmental ethics.
 The Ethics of Husserl's Phenomenology Oct 10 2022 The
Ethics of Husserl's Phenomenology aims to relocate the
question of ethics at the very heart of Husserl's
phenomenology. This is based on the idea that Husserl's
phenomenology is an epistemological inquiry ultimately
motivated by an ethical demand that pervades his writing
from the publication of Logical Investigations (1900-1901)
up to The Crisis of European Sciences and Transcendental
Phenomenology (1935). Joaquim Siles-Borràs traces the
ethical concepts apparent throughout Husserl's main body
of work and argues that Husserl's phenomenology of



consciousness, experience and meaning is ultimately
motivated by an ethical demand, by means of which
Husserl aims to re-define philosophy and re-found science,
with the aim of making philosophy and science capable of
dealing with the most pressing questions concerning the
meaningfulness of human existence.
 The Ethics of Anger Apr 04 2022 The Ethics of Anger
provides the resources needed to understand the
prevalence of anger in relation to ethics, religion, social
and political behavior, and peace studies. Providing
theoretical and practical arguments, both for and against
the necessity of anger, The Ethics of Anger assembles a
variety of diverse perspectives in order to increase
knowledge and bolster further research. Part one
examines topics such as the nature and ethics of vengeful
anger and the psychology of anger. Part two includes
chapters on the necessity of anger as central to our moral
lives, an examination of Joseph Butler’s sermons on
resentment, and three chapters that explore anger within
Confucianism, Buddhism, and other Eastern religions. Part
three examines the practical responses to anger, offering
several intriguing chapters on topics such as mind viruses,
social justice, the virtues of anger, feminism, punishment,
and popular culture. This book, edited by Court D. Lewis
and Gregory L. Bock, challenges and provides a framework
for how moral persons approach, incorporate, and/or
exclude anger in their lives.
 The Ethics of Legal Coercion Apr 28 2024 Are all of the
commonly accepted aims of the use of law justifiable?
Which kinds of behavior are justifiably prohibited, which
kinds justifiably required? What uses of law are not
defensible? How can the legitimacy or the ille gitimacy of
various uses of law be explained or accounted for? These
are questions the answering of which involves one in many
issues of moral principle, for the answers require that one
adopt positions - even if only implicitly - on further
questions of what kinds of actions or policies are morally



or ethically acceptable. The present work, aimed at
questions of these kinds, is thus a study in the ethical
evaluation of major uses of legal coercion. It is an attempt
to provide a framework within which many questions
about the proper uses of law may be fruitfully discussed.
The framework, if successful, can be used by anyone
asking questions about the defensibility of particular or
general uses of law, whether from the perspective of
someone considering whether to bring about some new
legal provision, from the perspective of someone
concerned to evaluate an eXisting provision, or from that
of someone concerned more abstractly with questions
about the appropriate substance of an ideal legal system.
In addressing these and associated issues, I shall be
exploring the extent to which an ethics based on respect
for persons and their autonomy can handle satisfactorily
the problems arising here.
 The Ethics of History Feb 02 2022 What is implied by
"ethics of history"? The authors of this volume,
internationally renowned philosophers and intellectual
historians, address this question in all its novelty and
ambiguity and develop varied perspectives on the place
and nature of ethics in the philosophy, enterprise, and
practice of history. Is the whole historical process--largely
consisting of the actions and sufferings of persons and
groups--subject to ethical constraint? And what of the
ways in which historians present their subject matter; are
these methods subject to moral scrutiny? Although they
approach these issues from different directions, the
contributors agree in their critique of the correspondence
theory of history, tin their acceptance of an unbridgeable
gap between the past and the historian's present account,
and in their call for a revision of the popular appeal to
historical objectivity.
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